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Any quantum communication task requires a common reference frame (i.e. phase, coordinate system). In
particular Quantum Key Distribution requires different bases for preparation and measurements of states which
are obviously based on the existence of a common frame of reference. Here we show how QKD can be achieved
in the absence of any common frame of reference. We study the coordinate reference frame, where the two
parties do not even share a single direction, but the method can be generalized to other general frames of
reference, pertaining to other groups of transformations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Any quantum communication protocol requires that the parties involved do have a Shared Reference Frame (SRF). The
absence of such a common reference frame and their relation is equivalent to the existence of an almost depolarizing channel
between the two parties. The reason is that any state ρA sent by A is seen by B to have been transmitted through a channel
ρA −→ ρB =
∫
dgP (g)U(g)ρAU
†(g), (1)
where g ∈ G, and G is the group of transformations connecting the two reference frames, and U(g) is a unitary (not necessarily
irreducible) representation of the group and P (g) represents the partial knowledge that we have on the misalignment of the two
frames. The group measure is also left and right invariant, i.e. dg = d(gh) = d(hg) ∀h ∈ G. When the state ρ carries an
irreducible representation of the group G, and P (g) is uniform, the state ρB will be a completely mixed state ρB ∝ I , due to
the Shur’s lemma. The group G depends on the variable which the state encodes, i.e. it can be U(1) if the variable is a phase or
SO(3) ∼ SU(2)/Z2 if the variable is a direction in space. In practice we may align the two frames by other possibly classical
means, but it is a theoretically interesting question to ask, how we can do quantum communication in the complete absence of
common reference frames. There has been intensive interest on the subject of reference frames [1–7] and there has been reports
on different protocols ranging from tests of Bell inequality in the absence of reference frames [8–10] to quantum key distribution
when the two players only share a common direction [11–13]. Nevertheless the problem of Quantum Key Distribution, as one
the most important quantum communication tasks has not been studied in its generality. This is the subject of the present paper.
Our motivation stems from the unique features of this task, namely: the necessity of using different random bases for preparation
of states on one side and different random bases for measurements on the other, both of which depend crucially on the existence
of common reference frames. It is thus a pressing question that in the absence of any common reference frame, when the two
players do not share even a single direction, how such a protocol can be run.
In the following, although we emphasize on one type of reference frame, namely a coordinate system, it is fairly clear how
our considerations can be generalized to other types of frames, whose transformations belong to a different group. The question
we ask is how the two players (conventionally called Alice and Bob) can run a QKD protocol when they do not share any
coordinate system nor even a single direction. A QKD scheme is essentially based on the notion that a state which has no
coherence in one basis (i.e. |z+〉 in the case of spin 1/2 particles) is maximally coherent in another basis ( 1√2 (|x+〉 + |x−〉))
[14–19]. Therefore if measured in the wrong basis, such a state will produce completely random and hence uncorrelated results
with those of the other player. However in the absence of frames of reference, not all superpositions are well defined, as they are
forbidden by superselection rules [20, 21]. Here we propose a scheme which solves this problem and explain it in the context
of coordinate reference frames, when the degrees of freedom are those of spin 1/2 particles or photons. The basic idea can be
generalized to other frames and their corresponding groups of transformations. Essentially it is based on encoding the variable
of interest in the fusion space of representations of the group, as we will discuss at the end of the paper.
Our emphasis here is mostly theoretical. Evidently when it comes to practical matters, complications arise which may not
be so easy to overcome. Moreover in real experimental situations, we do have much partial information about the degree of
misalignment of the two frames which can be remedied by other possibly classical means. We briefly discuss these issues at
the end. Nevertheless it is worth to study this scheme in view of its generality (as we will see) and mathematical beauty when
expressed for general groups.
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2The structure of this paper is as follows: In section (II), we introduce a four state protocol which is meant to be the SRF-free
version of the BB84 protocol and in section (III) we present the SRF-free version of the 6-state protocol. We end the paper with
a discussion in which we also discuss generalizations to other groups or other reference frames and also briefly discuss some
practical and experimental issues.
II. A FOUR-STATE PROTOCOLWITHOUT SHARED REFERENCE FRAME
To suggest an SRF-free analog of the BB84 protocol, Alice and Bob need a two dimensional space and two different bases
for preparation and measurements of states in this space. The states should not have any reference to any coordinate axis of the
two players, since such states are not invariant under the map (1). If we take two spin 1/2 particles, their total spin can be 0 or
1. At first glance, it seems that we can take these two states to define our Hilbert space. However a super-selection rule allows
superposition of only those basis states which have the same total spin. More generally and concretely, suppose that Alice and
Bob have frames which are connected by a group of transformations G and let Alice prepares a state |ψ〉A = a|µ〉+ b|ν〉 where
|µ〉 and |ν〉 are two states which transform under two inequivalent irreducible representations of the group G. We now use (1),
and the Shur’s two lemmas according to which if for a matrix M , Uµ(h)MUν†(h) = M ∀ h ∈ G, then M ∝ I for µ = ν and
M = 0 for µ inequivalent to ν. This immediately leads to the following state for Bob
ρB = |a|2|µ〉〈µ|+ |b|2|ν〉〈ν| (2)
which has completely lost its original coherence.
The simplest solution is to take two states of three particles both of which have the same total spin, but have different internal
spins. That is we consider the two basis states of a qubit to be the two states which have total spin equal to 12 , while the spin of
the pair (1, 2) are 0 and 1, figure (1). They can be written as
|φm0 〉 := |
1
2
123
, 012,m〉, |φm1 〉 := |
1
2
123
, 112,m〉, (3)
where m = ± is the z-component of the total spin. This is reminiscent of what we have in topological quantum computation,
when the Hilbert space of anyons corresponds to the various ways that a specific number of anyons can fuse to get a total charge
with a specific value [22]. For the same space, one can choose another basis, denoted by |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉, where this time, the spin
of the last two particles, namely the pair (2, 3) is either 0 or 1, figure (1).
|ψm0 〉 := |
1
2
123
, 023,m〉, |ψm1 〉 := |
1
2
123
, 123,m〉, (4)
The explicit form of these states are
|φ+0 〉 :=
1√
2
(|+,−,+〉 − |−,+,+〉), |φ+1 〉 :=
1√
6
(|+,−,+〉+ |−,+,+〉 − 2|+,+,−〉), (5)
and
|ψ+0 〉 :=
1√
2
(|+,+,−〉 − |+,−,+〉), |ψ+1 〉 :=
1√
6
(|+,+,−〉+ |+,−,+〉 − 2|−,+,+〉), (6)
with |φ−i 〉 and |ψ−i 〉 obtained from the above states by flipping all the spins.
The states have the following inner products:
〈φ±i |ψ±j 〉 = Si,j , 〈φ±i |ψ∓j 〉 = 0, (7)
where S is the following matrix
S =
1
2
(
1
√
3√
3 −1
)
. (8)
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FIG. 1: Color online: Two different bases for the subspace of three particles with total spin 1/2, Eqs. (5) and (6). Alice
randomly encodes her bits into one of the these two bases, Bob also measures in one of these bases.
Suppose now that Alice sends the states |φ+0 〉 and |φ−0 〉 with equal probability to Bob. The statistics of measurements by Bob
is, as if, Alice is sending him the state
ρ0 :=
1
2
(|φ+0 〉〈φ+0 |+ |φ−0 〉〈φ−0 |) . (9)
This state being the projector to spin 0 of the pair (1,2), is invariant under the channel E and when Bob measures the total spin
of the pair (1,2), he obtains with probability 1, the spin 0. The other states sent by Alice are as follows:
ρ1 =
1
2
(|φ+1 〉〈φ+1 |+ |φ−1 〉〈φ−1 |) ,
σ0 =
1
2
(|ψ+0 〉〈ψ+0 |+ |ψ−0 〉〈ψ−0 |) ,
σ1 =
1
2
(|ψ+1 〉〈ψ+1 |+ |ψ−1 〉〈ψ−1 |) . (10)
Remark:The states that Alice sends are always pure and of the form |φ±i 〉 (with equal probability) or |ψ±i 〉 (with equal
probability). The statistics produced corresponds to the above mixed states.
The states ρi have total spin S = i for the pair (1, 2) and the states σi have total spin S = i for the pair (2, 3). From (7), one
can infer the inner product of these states:
Tr(ρiρj) = Tr(σiσj) =
1
2
δi,j Tr(ρiσj) =
1
2
(Si,j)
2. (11)
It is also important to note that any rotation in the coordinate system of Alice, does not change the total values of spins for
the three particles or the pairs (1,2) and (2,3) and henceforth the symmetry or antisymmetry of these states with respect to the
aforementioned interchanges. More precisely, suppose that the frames of Bob and Alice are not perfectly aligned and we have
only partial information about their alignment in the form of a probability distribution P (R), where R ∈ SO(3) is the rotation
necessary to align them. Then any state ρ which is sent by Alice, seems to go through a channel
4ρA −→ ρB =
∫
dRP (R)U(R)⊗3ρAU†(R)⊗3, (12)
and is received by Bob. The point is that the states given in (9) and (10), are all invariant states of this quantum map.
Note that Bob, having no shared reference frame with Alice, can only perform optimal measurements which are total spin
projectors of either the pair (1,2) or the pair (2,3). For ease of notation and to make the scheme parallel to the BB84 protocol, we
call these the two bases of measurements of Bob, and simply call them the ρ basis and the σ basis respectively. In other words,
Bob randomly uses one of the following two sets of projective measurements:
Eρ = {(Π0)12, (Π1)12}
Eσ = {(Π0)23, (Π1)23}. (13)
Interestingly, in view of equations (9) and (10), these two projectors are proportional to the mixed states ρ and σ. Therefore we
have
Eρ = {2ρ0, 2ρ1},
Eσ = {2σ0, 2σ1}. (14)
Let us remind the reader of the basics of the protocol. Alice encodes the bit i = 0, 1 randomly into the mixed states ρi or σi.
In practice she sends pure states of the form φ±i or ψ
±
i with equal probability. Bob randomly chooses one of the POVM’s Eρ
and Eσ . Let us for simplicity call these bases both for preparation and measurements the ρ and the σ bases.
Let Pρ,ρ(B = i|A = j) denote the probability that Bob obtains the value i when Alice sends the bit value j, in case that both
use the ρ bases. With similar definition for similar expressions. Then it is clear from (11) that
Pρ,ρ(B = i|A = j) = Tr((Πi)1,2ρj) = 2Tr(ρiρj) = δi,j
Pσ,σ(B = i|A = j) = Tr((Πi)2,3σj) = 2Tr(σiσj) = δi,j . (15)
Therefore in those rounds where they use the same bases, we have perfect correlation between the bits sent by Alice and measured
by Bob. On the other hand, if they use different bases, then we will have
Pρ,σ(B = i|A = j) = Tr((Πi)2,3ρj) = 2Tr(σiρj) = (Si,j)2
Pσ,ρ(B = i|A = j) = Tr((Πi)1,2σj) = 2Tr(ρiσj) = (Si,j)2. (16)
In those rounds where the bases are not the same, perfect correlation is lost between the bits, and these rounds are discarded
after public announcement of the bases by the two parties. The important point is that the basic concept and methodology of the
BB84 protocol is also at work here, i.e. random preparation and measurements in two bases, public announcement of bases and
discarding those rounds where the bases do not match.
Remark:Furthermore note that Alice and Bob can randomly rotate their coordinate systems, without affecting the perfor-
mance of the protocol. In this way, they prevent Eve from aligning her coordinate system with those of Alice or Bob and possibly
doing non-invariant measurements on single particles which leak information to her.
To generalize this method to those cases where there is no common frame of reference (be it a phase or a coordinate reference
or any other reference pertaining to a group G), one should encode the bits in the internal charge of composite systems, where
the states of these composite systems are themselves invariant under the twirling operation of the group (for example equation
(12) for the rotation group). In other words the states which encode the bits are the basis states of the fusion space of the three
particles. This internal charge (in our case, spin) is hidden from the adversaries who do not know in which basis to measure
the charge. In this way, Alice and Bob establish a shared random key between themselves which turns out to be secure against
attacks by Eve in the same way that BB84 is secure [23–25], as long as the resources available to Eve are strong enough to
manipulate the package of three particles. It should be noted that any adversary is prohibited from assessing bits of the key,
since she cannot align her reference frame with both frames in possessions of the two parties. In fact Alice and Bob can even
randomly rotate their frames in different rounds without affecting the performance of the protocol. In the absence of such a
common frame, the only measurement which leads to meaningful results for Eve is the total spin measurement of pairs of spins.
In the same way as in the BB84 protocol, she has to measure the total spins of the pairs in random. In this way, in half of those
5rounds where the so called bases of Alice and Bob do agree, Eve chooses the wrong basis for measurement. It is then seen that
in total she incurs error on bits shared between Alice and Bob at a rate of 3/16. To see this, consider as an example the case
where Alice and Bob both choose the basis ρ but Alice sends 0 and Bob receives 1 due to Eve’s intervention. The probability of
this is given by
P errorρ,ρ (B = 1|A = 0) =
1
2
Pρσ(B = 1|E = 0)Pσρ(E = 0|A = 0)
+
1
2
Pρσ(B = 1|E = 1)Pσρ(E = 1|A = 0)
=
1
2
(|S10|2|S00|2 + |S11|2|S10|2) = 3
16
. (17)
A similar analysis leads to the same value for the other cases, when the two parties are using the basis σ. Thus in this protocol,
the intervention of Eve introduces an error rate of 316 , which can lead to detection of an adversary, when the two parties compare
only a subsequence of the bits.
Remark:Using tools from information theory, the absolute security of the BB84 protocol has been proved in [23–25]. Our
emphasis here is on the theoretical possibility of an SRF-free version of this protocol. Therefore as far as information theory is
concerned and even if we assume strong enough resources for Eve for manipulation of packages of three-particles, the scheme
presented here is also absolutely secure. Of course practical implementation of this protocol is a different problem which
naturally has its own complications like preparation and measurements of entangled states, lower bit rate by a factor of 3,
particle losses, etc.
III. A SIX STATE PROTOCOLWITHOUT SHARED REFERENCE FRAME
Having three different bases, it is only natural to consider the analog of the six-state protocol [16], by including the third pair
of spins, namely the pair (1, 3) and encode the qubit in the charge of this pair. The protocol is based on the use of three sets of
preparation and measurements rather than two sets. That is, Alice uses the total spin of (1, 2), (2, 3) or (1, 3) for encoding and
Bob correspondingly have three sets of POVM’s. More precisely, in addition to the two sets of state given in (3) and (4) Alice
can also encode her bits 0 and 1 into the following set of states, whose spin of the pair (1, 3) is 0 or 1.
|χ+0 〉 :=
1√
2
(|+,+,−〉 − |−,+,+〉), |χ+1 〉 :=
1√
6
(|+,+,−〉+ |−,+,+〉 − 2|+,−,+〉). (18)
As in the previous cases, Alice encodes a bit i with equal probability into |χ+i 〉 and |χ−i 〉. The new states by Alice are described
by the following density matrices
γ0 =
1
2
(|χ+0 〉〈χ+0 |+ |χ−0 〉〈χ−0 |) ,
γ1 =
1
2
(|χ+1 〉〈χ+1 |+ |χ−1 〉〈χ−1 |) , (19)
and the new POVM used by Bob (measuring the total spin of the pair (1,3)) is given by
Eγ = {2γ0, 2γ1}, (20)
Alongside equation (7), we also have the following inner products:
〈φ±i |χ±j 〉 = 〈ψ±i |χ±j 〉 = Sij , (21)
with the same matrix as in (8). This leads to the following relation in addition to (11)
Tr(γiγj) =
1
2
δi,j Tr(γiρj) = Tr(γiσj) =
1
2
(Si,j)
2. (22)
The percentage of valid rounds (e.g. the rounds which are not discarded) now drops from 1/2 to 1/3, but the error rate
induced by intervention of an adversary increases from 316 to
4
16 =
1
4 . This is simply seen by following the same steps that led
to Eq (17).
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FIG. 2: Color online:
The fusion space of three spin 1 particles, can be used to encode the values 0, 1 and 2 and perform an SRF-free version of the BB84 QKD
system with qutrits. In principle the scheme can be generalized to every other group.
All these considerations can be generalized to other representations of SU(2) and other non-abelian groups. For example if
the particles have spin 1, then we have the decomposition rule
1⊗ 1⊗ 1 = 0⊕ 13 ⊕ 22 ⊕ 3, (23)
where the superscripts show the multiplicities of these representations. It shows for example that there are three different paths
of fusion all leading to the total spin 1. Each path corresponds to a state with specific internal spins (charge) for the pair of
particles (1,2), Fig. 2. Thus in the same way that we have shown above, these states and the pair of particles which are chosen
for measurements can act as a QKD system with three-level states (qutrits) in the complete absence of reference frames. The
same method can be used if instead of the rotation group, G is any other non-abelian group. It is true that in practical situations,
there are more feasible ways, either by actively aligning the coordinate systems [26, 27] or by using other degrees of freedom,
like angular momentum of light [28]. It is also true that we may have partial information about the two coordinate systems, like
one common direction [11–13], which alleviates the need for these schemes. Nevertheless exploring the theoretical possibility of
achieving such general schemes for any group of transformation is interesting. Finally with advances in control and manipulation
of entangled states of photons[33], the scheme proposed in this paper may also find practical applications.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have discussed QKD protocol in the absence of shared reference frame from a general point of view, where the two
frames are related to each other by elements of a general group G. To define the versions of BB84 or 6-state protocols for
a general group G, we need to define reference-frame-free states and measurements. In the minimal scheme, three particles
should be used and the states are those who have identical total charge but different patterns of internal charges for creating
that total charge. In the terminology used for anyons in the context of topological quantum computation [22], these different
patterns are called fusion paths Fig. (2). For each total charge, the number of different paths determine the dimension of
the Hilbert space, i.e. QKD with qubits or qudits. Where all these considerations apply to any group relating two different
reference frames, we have used the case of the coordinate reference frame and the rotation group for definiteness and probably
for its possible practical relevance, i.e. in those situations where the two stations are rotating or where noises in optical fibers
or turbulence in free space communication is too high. Of course we do not emphasize this practical aspect since, needless
to to say, implementation of these protocol is a different problem which naturally has its own complications like preparation
and measurements of entangled states, lower bit rate by a factor of 3, particle losses, etc. Furthermore, in practical situations,
there may be more feasible ways, for active alignment of coordinate systems [30–32], or use other more specific protocol for
coordinate reference frames [34].
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